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Affectionate bedtime rhymes for young children, featuring
atmospheric glitter and a peephole on the cover.
ABOUT THE SERIES
ministeps® are made especially for very young children
gaining their first experiences with books and toys. The
products in the ministeps® program are uniquely designed
to correspond to the physical, mental and emotional
abilities of babies and very young children, ranging in age
from infants to 36 months.
CONTENT
Every page of this atmospheric bedtime book depicts a
different sleeping situation, offering young children many
opportunities for identification and with it, inspiration for
conversations between parents and children.
Text and images of the bedtime scenes have been realised
with a sense of humour, drawing directly from children's
experiences.
The short rhymes invite children to recognise them and
speak along and prepare them for bed in an age-appropriate
manner. These bedtime rhymes will soon become an
important companion and a favourite evening book for all
ages.
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THE AUTHOR
Katja Reider studied German and publishing and for many
years was press speaker for the "Youth Research"
competition in Hamburg, Germany. She became an author
after the birth of her own children and has since then
published numerous books for children and young people,
many of which have been translated into other languages.
THE ILLUSTRATOR
Katja Senner studied communcations and has worked as an
independent illustrator since her graduation. Her
illustrations have been published in numerous books by a
number of publishers. She loves painting and extensive
walks through the woods.
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